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What major events happened in 1910

InstagramTwitterLinkedinYoutubeFlickrftlive@ft.comOur TeamFT Live Terms and Conditions website UseSlavery Statement and PolicyPrivacy PolicyCookie PolicyFT Live Delegate Terms and Conditions FT.com topics to discuss during this one-hour interactive session include: Best Practices for Creating a Multi-Channel Customer Analysis Strategy; Testing large 3 it: compatibility, scalability and security;
Collaborate with internal business partners on customer analytics solutions. #CIOVirtualEvent how best to manage development, keep up with your company's requirements, and do so at low cost of ownership? Join us at a private, interactive virtual roundtable to discuss the development process. #CIOVirtualEvent The pandemic-induced business model of remote operation has complicated printing
compatibility. In this private discussion, we will discuss the unique challenges facing the public sector in managing the printing environment. #CSOVirtualEvent Virtual – Western region of the USA We will address the growing risk of internal information and look at how the right data protection methods can set security teams to succeed without slowing down the company's performance. #CSOVirtualEvent
Join CIO.com and experts from Aerospike and business technology leaders from retail organizations across the country to a virtual roundtable on the implications that accelerated implementation of omnichannel strategies have to design a data architecture to support business transformation. #CIOVirtualEvent 1962 was an important year for the US and included many significant events that affected pop
culture, politics and business. This year it opened with the creation of the U.S. Navy Seals on January 1. It was also the year of the 13-day Cuban crisis that began on February 7, the death of Marilyn Monroe on August 5 and the first Wal-Mart that ever opened. The Cuban missile crisis was considered a crisis in the eyes of US President John F. Kennedy because it could trigger a nuclear war, threatening
the security of the entire world. According to JFKLibrary.org, this event resulted in the signing of the Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Tests the following year, when he stated: The ultimate solution to our most common link is that we all inhabit this small planet. We all breathe the same air. We all value the future of our children. And we are all mortal. The death of Marilyn Monroe, one of the greatest
sexual symbols in history, was the result of an overdose of sleeping pills, although there are conspiracies around the incident. Some claimed that her death was related to the concealment of her alleged romantic relationship with President Kennedy himself. Apple's One More Thing event has treated us to many new products. The new MacBook Air (2020), the new 13-inch MacBook Pro (2020) and Mac
mini (2020) have all been unveiled and are all powered by Apple's new chip Why should you handle the chipset that works with your MacBook? Good question. Creating Apple's own silicon chips, Apple's Apple they have almost full control over the hardware as well as the software that powers their Macs and MacBooki.To should hopefully lead to better optimization of devices that offer better performance,
faster boot times and longer battery life. This may be the most exciting change for Macs and MacBooks for a very long time - Apple certainly thinks so, but you'll have to wait for our full, detailed reviews to see if the hardware can meet the bold claims. For those of you who missed the last Apple event of the year, you can experience the launch below. Apple event: as it happenedAll times are in PST11:01:
OK... one more thing for us. We've got information about the new MacBook Air (2020), the new MacBook Pro 13-inch (2020), Mac mini (2020) and M1 processor, so check out these!10:47: Oh and one more thing... he's the guy with those old adverts. And it's over! Soon we will receive these new devices so we can test Apple's claims.10:46: Tim Cook concludes. It promises that in 2021 Apple will bring more
experience. And that's it! Lots of information, lots of comparisons, lots of claims.10:44: Oh and the gong is back. For people who care about it.10:43: Yes, in conclusion: New MacBook Air with M1 - Starts at $999New Mac mini with M1 - Starts at $699New MacBook Pro 13 with M1 - Starts at $1299Order: Starting today, November 10 Available: Next week10:43: Ooh you can order them today! And it will be
available next week. Big Sur falls on Thursday. (Image credit: Apple)10:41: Starts at $1,299. Improved studio microphones and webcam. The final expression of what M1 can do. Guess that excludes it coming to the 16-inch MacBook Pro for a while, then.10:39: The world's fastest compact pro notebook. And it just has an amazing battery life of 20 hours to play video. The longest battery life in your mac.
Apple is usually pretty good, and its battery life promises, so it's exciting.10:38: Powerful performance, sleek design and 2.8 times faster performance. Three times faster than a Windows laptop in its class, according to Apple. Apple is very vague about its comparisons, to be honest. I don't mean much.10:37: And now.. it's a 13-inch MacBook Pro! It also gets an M1 update. (Image credit: Apple)10:35: $699.
That's $100 less than the previous model - which we were big fans of. It offers a huge jump in performance.10:33: You can play games like Baulder's Gate III, and it's 1/10th of the size, but five times faster than the best-selling desktops in its price range.10:32: Mac mini is back! Yes, love mac mini. The M1 is available on a Mac mini with three times faster processor and six times the graphics
performance.10:29: Best-in-class security with TouchID and Apple Pay with M1 and macOS Big Sur. Start at $999! As in the last SSDs are up to 2x faster with M1 and the latest flash technology. And there is no fan. So the new Air is completely quiet. That's great news for anyone who hates a spinning laptop! Up to 15 hours of wireless web browsing and hours (6 hours more than the previous model).
Longest battery life in MacBook Air.10:27: This is the biggest graphical leap for the MacBook Air, Apple claims. So you can play, edit 4K videos, faster than 98% of PC laptops - again huge claims. (image credit: Apple)10:25: It's MacBook Air. It will completely redefine what a thin and light MacBook can do. The world's best-selling 13-inch laptop, apparently.10:24: Yes, Big Sur looks like it's going to work
pretty well on new M1 hardware! And now we're on the first Mac with the M1! What could it be?! 10:21am: New Macs are doing something no mac can do before - run iPhone and iPad apps directly on your Mac - with the M1 chip. Many of us have been looking forward to it. Now we get a video of some app developers talking about what it means to them and their apps. It took several developers a day,
apparently, to move their apps to Apple Silicon.10:20: One app can run on all Macs - basically there will be two versions of the app, one for Intel Mac, one for M1-based Macs. Thanks Rosetta 2. Seamlessly launches applications created for Intel on M1 chips. And the apps work better on the M1?!?! Spells, if true. (image credit: Apple)10:18: Craig now talks about graphics performance and energy
efficiency. It is equipped with proven hardware safe boot and other advanced secure features. macOS Big Sur is built with a core to take advantage of the M1.10:15: Now Craig Federighi is talking about macOS Big Sur and how well he is doing on the M1 chip. Macs start up instantly, just like iPhones and iMacs. (Image credit: Apple)10:14: The world's fastest integrated graphics Apple claims. It's brave. It's
an 8-core GPU and the most advanced GPU that Apple has created that offers twice the graphics performance of a third-level PC. Hmmm. Again, great conversations with Apple.10:12: They throw a lot of jargon at the moment, and very quickly as well. Apple says a great game with these processors. Can it deliver, though?10:11: Delivers performance at the lowest possible power – the world's best cpu
performance at wat10:10: It's an 8-core processor, with it claiming the world's fastest cpu core. With four high-performance cores and four high-performance cores. It's basically a BIG.little project we've seen before in ARM mobile chips. (image credit: Apple)10:07: M1 chip. Next generation Mac10:09: John Ternus is here. Explaining how Apple Silicon has been powering Apple devices for years. And it's
coming to Mac.10:06: The first mention of Apple Silicon! This video is obviously not live but pre-recorded.10:05: Now getting a nice video of people using Macs in different Apple is clearly still proud of its Mac devices.10:04: We love the Mac, it's in our DNA says Cook. Mac grew by 30% in the last quarter.'10:03: Tim Cook is here and mentioned that Apple has brought more devices than ever before,
including the Apple Watch SE and Series 6 and iPhone 12s. This is the third major launch this year, given the circumstances, is quite impressive.10:02: And we're on. A few nice shorts of the Apple campus in Cupertino. It wasn't. Looks... Clean. 09:59: Almost there! Be sure to check out how to watch apple one more thing event guide to watch it at home09:56: We're not just about 5 minutes from the start of
the event. I have dinner (remember, I'm in the UK, so it's not weird to have food now), and will stuff it in my face while Apple stuffs all our faces with Mac and MacBook goodness. Type.08:57: When Apple moves its Macs and MacBooks to their own processors, many people may wonder if this means apple and Intel are parting forever. We don't think so. Both companies are pained to say they are still
working together on products, and it's likely that Apple's high-end machines, such as the 16-inch MacBook Pro and Mac Pro, will still have Intel processors - for now at least.08:10: Rumors suggest we'll see new MacBooks, but it's also likely that Apple is also working on new Macs. While we may not see new Macs or iMacs today, we can get clues as to when we can expect desktop Macs to come up with
Apple silicon processors. (image credit: Apple)06:44: Well, the Apple Store is down now. This usually happens when Apple is about to launch new products, but it's annoying if you want to buy something else, I think.06:28: In addition to the new MacBooks and Macs, there are rumors that Apple AirTags are being shown today. These small devices apparently pin to your stuff, and if you lose these items,
you should be able to use your iPhone, Mac or iPad to find them. It sounds pretty handy, but hopefully these are not the most exciting products that Apple will show today, otherwise I'll just go back to bed. One more thing. Join us today at .m .m the . #AppleEventNovember 4, 202005:00: Apple is up and tweeting – well his social media team is. There's only one tweet, and it's about today's event. There are
still no clues as to what this event might be about (but we have a good idea).04:00:This is (most likely) the new Mac and MacBook day today! So! Now, before I get too concerned, I'm not actually waking up at 4am to cover the Apple event. I'm excited, but not so excited. While this liveblog will be in time for PST, I'm actually based in the UK where it's actually 12pm. A much more respected time to write
about Apple. And almost time for dinner. Yum. Yum.
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